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OVERVIEW

Introduction
Fluvastatin is a commonly used cholesterol lowering agent (statin) that is associated with mild, asymptomatic 
and self-limited serum aminotransferase elevations during therapy and rarely with clinically apparent acute liver 
injury.

Background
Fluvastatin (floo" va stat' in) is an orally available inhibitor of hepatic 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A 
(HMG-CoA) reductase, the major rate-limiting enzyme in cholesterol synthesis. Like other members of its class 
(the “statins”), fluvastatin lowers total serum cholesterol and low density lipoprotein (LDL) concentrations, 
thereby reducing the risk of atherosclerosis and its complications – myocardial infarction and stroke. Fluvastatin 
is indicated for treatment of hypercholesterolemia in persons at high risk for coronary, cerebrovascular and 
peripheral artery disease and to decrease the risk of mortality from cardiovascular disease. Fluvastatin is 
available in capsules of 20 and 40 mg and as extended release tablets of 40 and 80 mg generically and under the 
brand names Lescol and Lescol XL. The recommended daily dose is 20 to 80 mg in one or two divided doses 
based upon tolerability and lipid levels. Fluvastatin was approved for use in the United States in 1993 and 
remains a commonly prescribed drug with more than one million prescriptions filled yearly. Common side 
effects include muscle cramps, joint aches, abdominal pain, nausea, headache and weakness, symptoms that 
occur with all of the currently available statins. Rare but potentially severe adverse events include liver injury, 
myopathy, rhabdomyolysis, and immune-mediated necrotizing myopathy.

Hepatotoxicity
Fluvastatin therapy is associated with mild, asymptomatic and usually transient serum aminotransferase 
elevations in 1% to 5% of patients but in levels above 3 times ULN is approximately 1%. In summary analyses of 
large scale studies with prospective monitoring, ALT elevations above normal occurred in up to 5% of patients; 
ALT levels of above 3 times the upper limit of normal (ULN) occurred in 1.1% of fluvastatin treated versus 0.3% 
of placebo recipients. These elevations were more common with higher doses of fluvastatin. Most of these 
elevations were self-limited and did not require dose modification. Fluvastatin is the statin most commonly 
associated with serum aminotransferase elevations and the highest rates of symptomatic liver injury, yet frank, 
clinically apparent hepatic injury from fluvastatin is still quite rare estimated to occur in 1.7 per 10,000 person 
years of use. In the few cases that have been reported, the onset of clinical injury has been within 1 to 4 months, 
the pattern of injury is typically cholestatic or mixed. Rash, fever and eosinophilia are uncommon. At least one 



case with features of autoimmunity has been described. Most cases resolve within a few months of onset. Rare 
cases of acute liver failure and death have been attributed to fluvastatin.

Likelihood score: B (likely rare cause of clinically apparent liver injury).

Mechanism of Injury
The cause of hepatic injury from fluvastatin is unknown. Fluvastatin is largely metabolized in the liver (via 
several P450 enzymes, largely CYP 2C9) and excreted in bile. The mild, self-limited ALT elevations are likely due 
to direct hepatotoxicity from an intermediate of drug metabolism and the reversal of these elevations due to 
adaptation. The idiosyncratic, clinically apparent liver injury associated with fluvastatin may be due to 
hypersensitivity or to a failure of adaptation.

Outcome and Management
The product label for fluvastatin recommends screening for liver test abnormalities before starting therapy and 
repeating tests as clinically indicated. In most instances, the minor elevations in serum ALT levels that occur 
during fluvastatin therapy are self-limited and resolve even with continuation of the drug. Discontinuation is 
recommended for any elevation above 10 times and for persistent elevations above 5 times the ULN. Cases of 
clinically apparent hepatic injury from fluvastatin are also usually self-limited and resolve within 1 to 2 months. 
Cases of chronic hepatitis and vanishing bile duct syndrome have not been reported. In view of the wide scale 
use of fluvastatin, clinically apparent and severe liver injury is extraordinarily rare. Recurrence of injury with 
rechallenge has been reported and should be avoided. Switching therapy to another statin after fluvastatin 
induced injury is apparently safe, but few instances have been reported, and it should be done with careful 
monitoring for recurrence.

Drug Class: Antilipemic Agents

Other Drugs in the Subclass, Statins: Atorvastatin, Ezetimibe [used in combination], Lovastatin, Pitavastatin, 
Pravastatin, Rosuvastatin, Simvastatin

PRODUCT INFORMATION
REPRESENTATIVE TRADE NAMES

Fluvastatin – Generic, Lescol®

DRUG CLASS

Antilipemic Agents

COMPLETE LABELING

Product labeling at DailyMed, National Library of Medicine, NIH
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CHEMICAL FORMULA AND STRUCTURE
DRUG CAS REGISTRY NUMBER MOLECULAR FORMULA STRUCTURE

Fluvastatin 93957-55-2 C24-H26-F-N-O4.Na
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including 2 cases attributed to atorvastatin and 1 to simvastatin, but none to fluvastatin).

Drugs for lipids. Treat Guidel Med Lett. 2014;12(137):1–6. PubMed PMID: 24419209.

(Concise recommendations on management of hyperlipidemia mentions that 1-2% of patients on high doses of 
statins develop ALT elevations [above 3 times ULN], but that there is not always cross sensitivity to this side 
effect and that patients with mild-to-moderate ALT elevations can tolerate statins; no discussion of clinically 
apparent liver injury).

Hernández N, Bessone F, Sánchez A, di Pace M, Brahm J, Zapata R, A, Chirino R, et al. Profile of idiosyncratic 
drug induced liver injury in Latin America. An analysis of published reports. Ann Hepatol. 2014;13:231–9. 
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(Among 858 cases of drug induced liver injury enrolled in a Spanish Registry between 1994 and 2012, 47 [5.5%] 
were attributed to statins [16 atorvastatin, 13 simvastatin, 12 fluvastatin, 4 lovastatin and 2 pravastatin], 
usually with a hepatocellular pattern of injury, 8.5% with autoimmune features, chronic injury in 19%, and no 
liver related deaths).
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(52 year old Chinese man on rosuvastatin started fluvastatin [80 mg/day] and developed fever, nausea and 
weakness after the first dose [bilirubin 3.2 mg/dL, ALT 421 U/L, Alk P 115 U/L], with return of tests to normal 
within 1 week, only to have a recurrence of the same symptoms, blood test abnormalities, and outcome on 
rechallenge with a single 80 mg dose one year later).

Chen GL, Hsiao FY, Dong YH, Shen LJ, Wu FL. Statins and the risk of liver injury: a population-based case-
control study. Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2014;23:719–25. PubMed PMID: 24829162.

(Among 2165 Taiwanese patients hospitalized for liver injury between 2002 and 2009, use of statins was not more 
frequent than among 16,600 hospitalized controls, except for use of high doses of rosuvastatin [adjusted odds 
ratio of 2.29]).
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(Among 899 cases of drug induced liver injury enrolled in a US prospective study between 2004 and 2013, 31 cases 
[3.4%] were attributed to statins, including 8 to atorvastatin, 8 simvastatin, 7 rosuvastatin, 4 pravastatin, 2 
fluvastatin and 2 lovastatin).
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statins in patients with chronic liver disease: a nationwide population-based cohort study. J Gastroenterol 
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(Among 37,929 Taiwanese persons with chronic liver disease started on statin therapy for hyperlipidemia between 
2005 and 2009, there were 912 incident cases of hospitalization for liver injury, rates being similar for the 6 
different statins used [1.94-2.95 per 100,000 person-days], but higher in those on high doses of atorvastatin [40 
or 80 mg daily]).

Kim HS, Lee SH, Kim H, Lee SH, Cho JH, Lee H, Yim HW, et al. Statin-related aminotransferase elevation 
according to baseline aminotransferases level in real practice in Korea. J Clin Pharm Ther. 2016;41:266–72. 
PubMed PMID: 27015878.

(Among 21,233 Korean patients starting statin therapy between 2009 and 2013, abnormal ALT or AST values 
above 3 times ULN were more frequent among those with mild baseline elevations).

Wang LY, Huang YS, Perng CL, Huang B, Lin HC. Statin-induced liver injury in an area endemic for hepatitis B 
virus infection: risk factors and outcome analysis. Br J Clin Pharmacol. 2016;82:823–30. PubMed PMID: 
27197051.

(Analysis of the Taipei Veterans Hospital database from 2008 to 2012 identified 108 patients with statin-associated 
liver injury [including 28 rosu-, 20 flu-, 17 sim-, 11 pra-, 8 lo-, and 8 pita-vastatin] most of which 75 [69%] were 
mild and only one fatal [80 year old on rosu-], and there were no differences in disease features or peak enzyme 
or bilirubin levels between HBsAg positive vs negative subjects [n=16 vs 92]).

Björnsson ES. Hepatotoxicity of statins and other lipid-lowering agents. Liver Int. 2017;37:173–8. PubMed 
PMID: 27860156.

(Review of the hepatotoxicity of statins mentions that 28 cases of fluvastatin associated liver injury have been 
published including examples of positive rechallenge and autoimmune phenotype, but no case has been fatal and 
chronicity is rare).

Giugliano RP, Wiviott SD, Blazing MA, De Ferrari GM, Park JG, Murphy SA, White JA, et al. Long-term safety 
and efficacy of achieving very low levels of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol: a prespecified analysis of the 
IMPROVE-IT Trial. JAMA Cardiol. 2017;2:547–555. PubMed PMID: 28291866.

(Among 15,281 patients recovering from an acute cardiac syndrome treated with simvastatin [40 mg daily] with or 
without ezetimibe for up to 6 years, 6.4% achieved very low LDL-cholesterol levels [<30 mg/dL] and 
subsequently had low rates of cardiovascular events but also no increase in rates of adverse events from statins 
such including ALT elevations above 3 times ULN [2.2% vs 1.8-2.1%]).
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analysis. Biomed Res Int. 2018;2018:7092414. PubMed PMID: 29693013.

(In a systematic review of 16 controlled trials of statins in 74,078 patients, rates of liver test abnormalities were 
higher with statin therapy [odds ratio, OR=1.18] but this was significant only for fluvastatin [OR=3.5] and with 
higher doses [40-80 mg daily] [OD=3.6] and was not significant for statins used at low or moderate doses).
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(In a combined analysis of 3 large clinical trials in patients with cardiovascular disease treated with simvastatin for 
a mean of 3.4 years, 171 of 58,390 participants [0.1%] developed myopathy [muscle pain and CK levels above 10 
times ULN], and risk was higher with higher doses, in Asian subjects, women, and persons with higher BMI and 
multiple comorbidities as well as with SLCO1B1 genotype).
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(Systematic review of literature on drug-drug interactions with statins and their clinical significance mentions that 
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glycoprotein and OATP1B1 [most statins including rosuvastatin] with specific recommendations for the most 
common inhibitors).
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cardiovascular outcomes and safety profiles of statins in cirrhosis. BMC Gastroenterol. 2021;21:120. PubMed 
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(Systematic review of literature suggests that rosuvastatin and pitavastatin pharmacokinetics are unchanged in 
patients with Child’s Class A cirrhosis as opposed to atorvastatin and pravastatin, although unlike rosuvastatin, 
simvastatin, atorvastatin and pravastatin have been assessed in clinical trials in cirrhotic patients).
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(Among 233 patients with statin associated myopathy and 2342 controls selected from an aging cohort with genetic 
testing, the allele frequency of c.521T>C in SLCO1B1 [rs4149056] was higher in those with myopathy, C allele 
frequency being 14-15% of controls compared to 17% of atorvastatin [p=0.4], 19% of lovastatin [p<0.001], and 
25% of simvastatin [p<0.001] myopathy cases).
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network, and dose-response meta-analyses. BMJ. 2021;374(n1537) PubMed PMID: 34261627.

(Systematic review of placebo controlled trials of statins for cardiovascular disease prevention identified 62 
publications with 120,456 patients and found an increased risk of muscle symptoms, liver test abnormalities, 
renal insufficiency and eye conditions for all 7 statins, but not muscle disorders or diabetes; rosuvastatin having 
relatively high risk for muscle symptoms and renal abnormalities and also was also associated with eye 
conditions and diabetes while atorvastatin and lovastatin had highest risk for liver abnormalities).

Alanazi NS, Alenazi TS, Alenzi KA. Hepatotoxicity induced by fluvastatin: a reversible acute cholestatic liver 
injury. Am J Case Rep. 2021;22:e931418. PubMed PMID: 34383728.

(69 year old man with hyperlipidemia and diabetes was switched from simvastatin [20 mg] to Fluvastatin [40 mg] 
once daily and developed fatigue, itching, dark urine and jaundice 6-7 weeks later [bilirubin 18.5 mg/dL, ALT 
108 U/L, Alk P 1200 U/L, CPK 4200 U/L, INR 1.1], with worsening for a week and then slow resolution after 
stopping fluvastatin).
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